Microbial Mounds from the Middle Jurassic of the High Atlas (Morocco)
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1. Geological setting

2. Geometry and distribution
The studied Middle Jurassic microbial mounds crop out in
the Amellago Canyon, located 50 km NW of Rich, in the
central part of the High Atlas Mountains (Morocco). During
the Bajocian shallow-water carbonates alternated with
terrigenous sediments and accumulated along a low-angle
carbonate ramp (Christ et al., in press).
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The mounds occur as isolated domes,
showing both, stages of upward vertical
accretion and sidewards accretion. The
tops of the mounds are not flattened nor
truncated, likely indicating that they
developed
under
low/moderate
hydrodynamic conditions.
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The mounds have high-relief domal morphologies
with mean dimensions of 1.3m x 2.5m (h/w). The
h/w ratio is ~ 0.5 m and the domes are wider than
high (sidewards accretion).
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Adequate grid size for modeling purposes:
0.3m x 0.3m x 0.1m (XYZ).
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The presence of primary gypsum is related to periods of increased water salinity and
warm/arid conditions.
The co-ocurrence of in situ branching corals inhabiting the microbialites with the evaporite
crystals suggests that the salinity level was only slightly higher than normal. The
abundant branching morphologies of the corals and the low number of individuals could
indicate possible adaptations to some environmental stress.
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In contrast to the Amellago examples,
Recent Bahamian microbialites are
dusted and covered by ooid sands (i).
Thin section shows Recent microbial
fabrics entrapping detrital particles
such as peloids and ooids (j).

Calcite pseudomorphs after gypsum occur
mainly in the growth cavities of the
thrombolites but also in the shoals close to
the mounds (a, b). The gypsum crystals are
adapted to the shape of the cavities, indicating
they precipitated in situ and primarily (b).
Concave crystal faces with prominent edges
(c) suggest growth under limited space in
unlithified sediments (syndepositional).
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7. Summary and conclusions
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Microbial carbonates are being studied in the last years as possible exploration targets due to their first and secondary
porosity. Thus, it is essential to characterize the lateral extent, geometry and structure of these deposits and the
relationships with their surrounding facies.
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> total number of cells: 22 690 512
> area: 2.4 km²
> volume: 56 628 m³
> number of mounds: 451 (28+423)
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Petrographic analysis show an erosional contact between the mound and shoal
fabrics. No ooids are incorporated in the microbialite (g, h). Some microbialite clumps
appear within the grainy fabrics indicating some erosion or truncation (g).
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Complex lateral relationships between mounds and shoals such as lateral
interfingering of both carbonate fabrics (a), and shoal beds crossing the
microbial mounds (f), are observed.

The basic mound framework is made of microbialites (80%) with a
subordinated fauna (10%) and irregular cavities (10%). The microbial
mounds show thrombolitic fabrics, with clotted structure and no internal
lamination (a). The thrombolites are composed of micritic mesoclots (few
mm in size), arranged in branches with radially upwards growth (b).
Irregular-shaped cavities (mm in size) occur between the branches and
are adapted to the morphology of the mesoclots (b, c). These cavities
were formed primarily and are described as growth framework cavities.

The thrombolites are composed of dark polymorphic mesoclots (d). A
single mesoclot consists of homogeneous micrite that grades into a
“clotted” peloidal fabric (d, e). Almost none allochthonous grains are
incorporated in the thrombolites (d, e).
The inhabiting fauna is formed by corals, sponges, bivalves and green
algae. Corals are scarce and occur in life position (f). Abundant
burrows occur in the thrombolites, suggesting early lithification (g).
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Final model

d

The mounds are surrounded by shoal deposits (Sh1, Sh2) (a). The
lower shoal (Sh1) shows wavy to low-angle planar cross-bedding (b).
Sh1 is capped by a condensation surface with abundant burrows (Cs)
(c). Sharply, on top of Cs, a reworked layer (echinoid floatstone, E-Fst)
(d, e) occurs, forming the base of the mounds. This layer likely provided
a stable substrate for the growth of the mounds. The upper shoal (Sh2)
encases and overlies the microbial mounds and shows high-angle
cross-bedding (a).
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Height, width, and position of 28 individual
mounds were precisely mapped at the two
outcrops (E-IW and N-IF). Additionally, a
LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
survey, conducted by the GILAN
engineering
office,
produced
a
high-resolution data set of the study area.

Sedimentologic and petrographic evidences reveal that the shoals and
microbial mounds were not formed coeval but alternated. This alternation
is related to changes in water hydrodynamics, which are directly governed
by small-amplitude relative sea-level variations.
These high-frequency variations occur superimposed to the longer term
shallowing-upward evolution that characterizes the highstand deposits of
the medium-scale sequences identified in the Assoul Fm.
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The mounds (red arrows) and their bounding surfaces (blue
lines) are traced easily in the LiDAR data and were digitized,
using Lime 0.3.2.
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The mounds show no elongation along any preferred
direction and are assumed to be circular in plan view
(Adams et al., 2005).
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3.2 Import data in Petrel
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The mound interval (base = yellow
surface) is exposed only locally and is
partly eroded by a river. We modeled
their spatial distribution through an
object-based approach using Petrel.
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Digitizing surfaces and mounds

The mounds are distributed in a
4-m-thick discrete level at the
lower Assoul Fm. Spatially, they
are a local feature and pass
laterally into massive well-bedded
shoals towards the SE and E.
To investigate the mounds two
different outcrops have been
selected: East Island Wall (E-IW)
and North Island Face (N-IF).

Medium-scale sequences
from Amour et al. (revised)
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6. Object-based modeling
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The studied succession, up to 100 m thick, belongs to the
Assoul Fm. and consists of inner platform deposits, oolitic
shoals and open marine marls and limestones.

The microbial mounds were developed during a sea-level
highstand (HD) of one of the medium-scale (~ 8 m thick)
sequences identified in the Assoul Fm. (Amour et al.,
revised). The mounds occur surrounded by ooid shoal
deposits in the inner settings of the carbonate ramp.
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Honeycomb-like patterns of subpolygonal pits and walls (d), are
recognized and interpreted as remnants of calcified EPS.
Spherical, egg-like masses (3 µm), interpreted as fossilized bacterial
coccoids (e) are distributed in the EPS meshwork.
Framboidal aggregates of pyrite (f) are identified in the thrombolites.
Its occurrence is an indicator of the work of S-reducing bacteria and
the decay of organic matter.

Geometry and spatial distribution
The thrombolite mounds of Amellago occur as individual domes and are embedded by grainy facies (ooid shoals). They
are circular in plan view, lack preferential growth direction and show no evidence for truncation.
The 3D model permits to visualize the spatial distribution of the mounds and reproduces faithfully the geometries and
dimensions observed in the outcrops. Moreover, it provides the basis to characterize semi-quantitavely sedimentological features and to make further reservoir and subsurface analogue studies.

Formation mechanisms
The thrombolites were organically formed as indicated by
bacterial remnants. The occurrence of framboidal pyrite involves
the activity of sulphur-reducing bacteria.
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Paleoenvironmental controls
Low-amplitude oscillations in relative sea-level combined with
environmental changes (water energy and climate) would
explain the alternation of mounds and shoals.
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